NANTES!
SAINT-NAZAIRE!

Two names for a shared territory that rocks Western France. Today more than ever, Nantes Saint-Nazaire is spreading its wings. We invite budding Jules Vernes, super-achievers, visionary entrepreneurs, people who love living local and who want to enjoy the good life to move to this land of opportunity.

WELCOME TO WHERE AUDACITY THRIVES!

NANTES SAINT-NAZAIRE DEVELOPMENT FACILITATES YOUR PROJECTS
The Nantes Saint-Nazaire Economic Development Agency wants to make it easy for you!

• We seek out a land or property solution to match your needs
• We introduce you to the essential local networks and professionals that will help develop your business: recruitment firms, educational establishments, clusters, business clubs, etc.
• We provide you with the economic data that will facilitate your decision-making

YOUR EMPLOYEES WILL FIND IT EASY TO MAKE THEMSELVES AT HOME
• Our team will be there to welcome those employees that will be moving with you, whether nationally or internationally.
• Your employee and their family will enjoy personalized support: helping find schools, a job for the spouse, and accommodation.
• International newcomers can get special support and guidance, tailored to their needs.

Audacity! This is the personality trait that best defines the Nantes Saint-Nazaire region. A region that has long been open to the world, and has proven its ability to rebound many times over. How? Thanks to its everyday inventiveness and creativity, in every field of activity! Here, people feel free to dare, to reinvent themselves and rise to challenges. Innovation is carried by a community that is economic, political, sporty and cultural, welcoming and confident in the future. Our ecosystem will be the wind beneath your wings!

NANTES SAINT-NAZAIRE DEVELOPMENT
www.nantes-saintnazaire.fr
agence@nantes-saintnazaire.fr - +33 (0)2 40 35 55 45

YOUR CONTACT
Frédéric Chauchet
Business Development Manager
+33 (0)6 73 89 59 16
+33 (0)2 40 35 27 71
frederic.chauchet@nantes-saintnazaire.fr
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Driving aircraft construction forward, Airbus proactivity benefits subcontractors, who are increasingly choosing to make Saint-Nazaire or Nantes their base. Other world-class players are following suit: Daher, Idée Group, Spirit, Boeing, as well as American company Hexcel, which has established one of its three French sites here to supply its aircraft with advanced composite structures. It has to be said that the environment for innovation and R&D is auspicious, supported by state-of-the-art infrastructures.